ORCA Wildlife Report – Fjord Adventurer
Spirit of Discovery – 5th – 12th September 2019
The ORCA Team: (L-R) Christine Jones (Team Leader), Maija Marsh (Trainee Team Leader/Surveyor), Chantelle Barry
(Wildlife Officer) and Emma Howe-Andrews (Trainee Team Leader/Surveyor).

Day 1: Dover (England)
The first day saw the ORCA Surveyors meeting up at Dover cruise terminal, excited about the possibilities of the
impending trip at sea. Before we had even left the port Emma, Maija and passengers were lucky enough to spot several
harbour porpoise just off of the harbour wall, being true to their name. This was seen as a good omen by the whole
team, and as we settled in for the evening we were excited for what our first day in the North Sea might bring.
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Sunny Dover

Day 2: The North Sea
The next day we hurried up onto deck for sunrise at 6.30am, ready to explore on a day in the North Sea. However,
having been greeted by wind and waves, the weather was not it’s best for cetacean spotting. The birds weathered the
storm with us and we had the company of gannets, fulmars and kittiwakes, as well as being joined by some hardy
passengers.

After a short time, the weather put paid to
our survey effort, with rain and 45 knot
winds, and so our team headed down to the
Britannia lounge to spend some time with
passengers

for

the

afternoon.

After

Chantelle gave the introductory ORCA talk in
the Playhouse, the weather conditions had
improved and we managed to get back out
onto the deck. Conditions were still
challenging but we got to see some beautiful
rainbows and many more seabirds.
Spot the Fulmar on the waves
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Day 3: Bergen, Norway
After a refreshing nights’ rest, we enjoyed an hour of surveying before
arriving in Bergen. The sea yielded no marine mammals but we were
lucky enough to spot a small raft of eider ducks bobbing on the surface
and enjoyed a beautiful sail in through tiny islands covered in small
Norwegian houses.
Colourful Norwegian houses

A late departure meant a relaxing day in beautiful Bergen, enjoying the famous colourful wooden frontage on a sunny
day. An evening sail out brought a gorgeous golden sunset that turned the sky pastel colours, and just as the sun
dipped below the land we were treated to a spectacular sighting of a white-tailed eagle flying across the bow.

Day 4: Geiranger, Norway
The fourth day of the cruise saw the Spirit of Discovery sailing into and down the picturesque Geirangerfjord, a UNESCO
World Heritage site. Up on deck for 6.30am, we were delighted to be met by orange skies and stunning scenery, as a
line of cormorants flew in front of the ship.

Within the fjord itself the sea changed from choppy to
flat calm almost constantly as the ship made its way
around the various twists and turns. However, in the
calm waters we were lucky enough to spot several
groups of harbour porpoise – our first official sighting of
the trip! There were many passengers up on deck at the
same time enjoying the scenery and catching a glimpse
of these small marine mammals. However, these
weren’t the only wildlife sightings we had that day, as a
tired red admiral butterfly came and perched on the

Red admiral butterfly

ship for a short rest.

Day 5: Geraingerfjord, Norway
After an overnight stay in Geiranger, we embarked on our journey back to the open sea. Before the ship had even
started moving, a white-tailed eagle soared down from the cliff face and flew away from us directly down the centre
of the fjord. The water was flat calm and so we knew we could be in for a treat. Sure enough, 6 separate groups of
harbour porpoise broke the surface as we ventured down the fjord, creating more of a splash than they usually would
due to the beautiful conditions.
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Flukeprint, body and blow of a harbour porpoise

After leaving the fjords, the sea was still rather calm and therefore great for cetacean spotting. We began to sail south
with the Norwegian coastline flanking our port side, making for something nice to look at whilst trying to spot whales
and dolphins! However, many hours passed in these lovely conditions with no fins, flukes or splashes in sight. The
team were all beginning to dream of whales and dolphins leaping out of the sea to say hello, and shortly our patience
would be rewarded as a shout of ‘Sighting! Orca!’ sounded through the air. Three of majestic killer whales crossed the
bow and then continued down our port side – a male with the distinctive tall dorsal fin and two females.
After a very brief follow up sighting of three common dolphins appearing right next to the ship, the surveyors called
it a day and headed off for the formal evening with big smiles on their faces…

Bull Orca
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Day 6: Stavanger
In Stavanger the ORCA team had a quick stroll around the town before returning to the ship to prepare for sail away.
Our team leader, Christine Jones, spotted several tufted duck in the city centre, adding another species to our bird
list. However, the evening survey when sailing out of Stavanger yielded no results, apart from a possible seal, and so
all enjoyed the sunset and awaited the last day at sea.

Day 7: The North Sea
As the last day dawned on the Fjord Adventurer cruise, the weather did not help with the survey teams efforts, as a
sea state 7/8 was present for the entirety of the day with gale force winds. Therefore, the team presented the wrap
up talk to lots of passengers before packing up and getting ready to bid the Spirit of Discovery a fond farewell.

We would like to say a huge thank you to all of the crew and all of the wonderful guests that joined us on this voyage
and helped us with our vital data collection work. We would also like to thank Saga for allowing us to undertake our
surveying work on board.

ORCA is one of the UK’s leading whale and dolphin conservation charities, dedicated to the long-term protection of
whales, dolphins and porpoises (collectively known as cetaceans), and their habitats. For more information about us,
please visit our website www.orcaweb.org.uk

For a map of the cetaceans seen during this cruise and list of birds please see the next page.

Birds

Greater Black-Backed Gull

Herring Gull

Glaucous Gull

Fulmar

Gannet

Great Shearwater

Eider ducks

White tailed eagle

White Wagtail

Hooded Crow

Kittiwake

Shag

Tufted duck

Cormorant

Mute swan

House Sparrow

Great Skua

Other species seen
Red admiral butterfly
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